LIVEREVIEW

Stranger than fiction
Marianka Swain was disappointed
by the storytelling in Footstorm at
the Peacock Theatre on July 5

S

trictly dancers lament the
difﬁculty of impressing
viewers with only a
90-second routine, but developing
a full show from adrenalinefuelled snapshots is equally
tricky, as Got To Dance 2012
champions Prodijig demonstrate
in their debut stage performance.
On the plus side,
choreographer Alan Keneﬁck
uses the group’s signature urban
Irish tap to create a well-paced,
entertaining evening with plenty
of contrast and commendably
high energy. There are moments
so dynamic, so joyous that
they make you want to stand
up and cheer, as most of the
audience did at the end.
Unfortunately, he doesn’t fully
trust in the power of movement
to engage, and this is where the
show comes unstuck. Oh
yes, it’s yet another hokey
sci-ﬁ video game come to
life, packed with tedious
MacGufﬁns and hamstrung
by a giant screen “helpfully”
underlining thematic shifts.
The time travel nonsense
comes off as uncomfortably
am-dram, not helped by
dubious styling choices. Note
to male dancers: tough to
look macho in quilted skirts
and woollen ankle tassels.
However, for all the bells
and whistles and irritating
strobe lighting, it’s a simple

tale at heart – star-crossed
lovers, good versus evil – so it’s
unfortunate that heavy production
masks some enjoyable, intelligent
dance interpretation. The
manipulative Hollywood scoring
can raise the performance level,
but is frequently smothering;
the few a cappella sections
are more reliably stirring,
as the skilled tappers trade
rhythms and come together in
jaw-dropping synchronicity.
The choreographer doubles
as a charismatic lead, with
effortless elevation and an
extraordinary centre, while his
nemesis, played by Andy O’Reilly
as the Joker in a Tim Burton
animation, is gleefully unsettling
in his portrayal, but needs more
extreme lines to create an equally
compelling physical presence.

That his nefarious plan involves
tying a girl to an evil hula hoop
and impaling her with his magic
stick does little to combat the
sub-par Bond villain vibe. (Our
hero later acquires a magic ball,
so perhaps they’re really aiming
for a game of Quidditch.)
Damsel-in-distress Ciara
McGillan, Alan’s real-life squeeze,
suffers from the old-fashioned
gender values of the piece; the
boys get athletic, upbeat jazz/
tap with elements of stepping
and street, but she and the
girls are horribly exposed in a
saccharine, wobbly lyrical number.
Overall, Prodijig does well
to ﬁnd enough variety in
one dance form for decent
characterisation – particularly
effective is the goodies shifting
from street-style tap to robotic
jazz when possessed – but it’s
an inescapable fact that the
highlight of the evening is the
encore. With no costumes or
narrative demands to hamper
their sensational movement,
that’s when the company
really dances up a storm. ●

Alan Keneﬁck (centre)
leads Prodijig in Footstorm
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